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RSS feed screen shows html tags for wiki editor wiki pages
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RSS feed screen shows html tags for wiki editor wiki pages
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Description
I've recycled this old bug since whilst the original problem has been 'partually' solved it looks like the problem manifests itself the other way around now - ie oddly wysiwyg pages are OK ie they do not show HTML tags BUT wiki pages edited with the standard wiki editor are now showing HTML tags

For Tiki12 the problem is showing with BOTH type of wiki page?? So ideally whatever is fixed in Tiki15 should be backported to Tiki12 as this will be supported for a long time

old entry text

If RSS is switched on for wiki pages then the RSS feed page shows wysiwyg edited pages with html tags

Not sure if this a regression or a bug that has always been there but it is present in 9.x and the latest 12.x branch as well as 13.x and trunk

A show instance in 12.x has been produced which shows this bug

Substantially fixed by r54336 in Tiki14 - but not 100% there yet
Solution

This commit fixed the original problem - so this text kept here to provide a quick steer as to what else needs to be done:

r54336 for now, probably more to do at some point, but better in parts

Importance
7
Priority
35
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Comments


gezza 28 Feb 15 06:51 GMT-0000

tried both atom1.0 and rss2.0 with FF

There are 2 feed types for Wiki pages:
1) no diff (tiki-wiki_rss_no_diff.php) -> this looks fine
2) with diff (eg: tiki-wiki_rss.php?ver=2) -> this shows html bits, but maybe it is meant to be like this

the rsslist module (mod-rsslist) included in the default Tiki installation using "with diff", maybe we could change to show no diff
To do this change the href for the link (line 4) at templates/modules/mod-rsslist.tpl

Geoff Brickell 07 Apr 16 10:44 GMT-0000

gezza - yes I can confirm that using tiki-wiki_rss_no_diff.php is OK (my test system/settings use ver=5) ie no HTML tags are shown - but surely the current method of showing a 'diff' is what users would want.

Just changing the .tpl file to use the no_diff option would I think mask the problem - and as I said in the wish/bug text before the last set of fixes the wysiwyg edited pages were OK ie before it was apparently not meant to show HTML, and and it was the wiki edited pages that had a problem - the
last 'fixes' fixed wiki edited pages but the problem re-emerged on HTML pages.

Hopefully this additional info of it being OK in the no_diff version will shed some light on what needs to be further fixed.

Jonny Bradley 01 Jun 16 12:06 GMT-0000

Been looking (for ages) but can't find exactly what's doing this, will have to try again another day... sorry
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